















Characteristics of Oceania Regional Players’ 
Performance in Rugby Union: 
Focusing on Fiji, Tonga and Samoa Players
KIUCHI Makoto
The aim of this study is to identify the performance characteristics of the 
Pacifi c Islander players, from countries such as Fiji, Tonga, and Samoa, 
who played in the Japan Rugby Top League ?JRTL? during the 2014–
2015 season. The study focused on 23 Islanders, who played more than 
half of the total game time. There were 16 teams in the JRTL and 112 
games in the season. Using Principal Component Analysis, 13 elements 
of their performance were analyzed, and three principal components were 
extracted from the data. The first component showed defense 
characteristics, the second was related to ball control, and the third was 
related to penetration. Although the player’s performance characteristics 
greatly depended on their playing position, in any position, many 
Islander players seem to have the characteristics in penetration. More 
specifically, Islander players in the positions of Flanker, Center, and 
Stand-Off carried out more penetration roles compared to other players. 
However, since this survey was based on JRTL data alone, further 
research into the world’s top leagues such as Super Rugby, Premiership 
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Position ?????? ?????? ?????????
Forward Prop 0 29 0?
Hooker 0 15 0?
Lock 5 36 18.9?
Flanker 7 20 35?
Number 8 1 5 20?
Backs Scrum Half 0 13 0?
Stand Off 1 11 9.1?
Center 7 23 30.4?
Wing 2 23 8.7?























































?? ???? ??? ?? ???? ??? ?? ???? ???
1 3.885 29.885  29.885 3.885 29.885 29.885 3.101 23.850 23.850
2 2.999 23.071  52.956 2.999 23.071 52.956 2.965 22.811 46.661
3 2.124 16.338  69.294 2.124 16.338 69.294 2.942 22.633 69.294
4  .794  6.111  75.405
5  .598  4.597  80.002
6  .549  4.224  84.226
7  .525  4.040  88.266
8  .459  3.533  91.800
9  .356  2.742  94.542
10  .334  2.566  97.108
11  .215  1.654  98.762
12  .156  1.201  99.963



















???????? .801 ?.265 ?.083
????? .710 ?.208 ?.001
????? .706 ?.151 .281
???? .691 .070 ?.172
??????? .683 .168 .190
?????? .058 .966 .027
?? .022 .945 ?.109
??? ?.255 .669 .195
???? .494 ?.657 ?.342
???????? ?.036 .052 .920
????? .288 ?.139 .826
??????? ?.301 .081 .748
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? Number 8?? 1??????????????????? ????
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????????????????? Scrum Half? Stand Off?????
???Prop? Hooker??????????Scrum Half? Stand Off?
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et al., 2001?????????????????????????
Position ? 1??? ? 2??? ? 3???
Prop 0.06 ?0.74 ?0.85
Hooker 0.13 ?0.58 ?0.48
Lock 0.73 ?0.29 ?0.16
Flanker 1.07 ?0.35 0.16
Number 8 1.03 0.16 0.65
Scrum Half 0.14 2.90 ?0.80
Stand Off ?0.40 1.68 0.05
Center ?0.37 ?0.08 0.63
Wing ?1.24 ?0.27 0.44
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